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The IGV crawler gives you direct, one-click access to all the visualisation data in your project.
Set it loose on your project folder or network share, and open relevant data in IGV…
… with a single click.
Our Data (but imagine yours!)
The DKFZ Omics IT & Data Management core facility (ODCF) hosts the central genome storage for the
DKFZ, currently massing ~5 petabyte of bioinformatics data.

1.2 PB

Of this storage, 1.2 petabyte is indexed by the IGV crawler on a nightly, weekly or monthly basis via
cron jobs, depending on project activity. Each project has a hand-crafted crawling config, tuned to
feedback from project members.

The IGV Crawler
The IGV crawler is a simple Perl script, that recurses down specified folders in the filesystem,
looking for file-extensions that are relevant to IGV.
It creates a HTML report for each project/dataset, based on a crawling configuration
●
Discovered files are...
●
Grouped by a grouping regex to the path, e.g. by cohort or sample
●
Shown as clickable links, formatted for the port control API built into IGV
●
Crawling can be tuned by pruning subdirs and skipping files
●

The HTML Report
Each discovered file becomes an entry in the report, hyperlinked for opening by IGV.
Upon clicking a link the webbrowser fires off a request to IGV’s port control API on localhost:60151,
instructing IGV to load a URL on the crawler server into the current session.
IGV is smart enough to request only that segment of file that is in the current view, using byte range
requests. This means that even large bam files are workable. Our users regularly work with 300 GB+
Whole Genome Sequencing data on the internal network, and report usable performance over home
connections.

Local usage
As one example config demonstrates: using the report
on local resources via local file:// URLs is trivially
easy. Server not required.
The HTML reports intentionally follow the principle of
Keep It Stupidly Simple (K.I.S.S.) and no functionality
requires a webserver.

Further Reading
Try it out!
https://otpfiles.dkfz.de/demo/
Proudly open source under MIT license:
https://github.com/DKFZ-ODCF/igv-crawler/
IGV port control API docs

https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/PortCommands

Server Architecture (optional)
At the DKFZ, the HTML reports are served by a bogstandard Apache Web Server.
The server has the central genome storage as
mounted network drives, thus allowing HTTPS URLaccess to the files, which IGV can open natively.
Authentication/authorisation happens via mod_ldap, to
integrate with the central account and permission
system at the DKFZ.

What is this “IGV”?
The Integrative Genomics Viewer is
probably the most popular genome
viewer application in the field of
bioinformatics, allowing detailed
inspection of all manner of expression,
annotation or sequencing data.
It supports a wide range of file
formats, and a wide range of
channels to access those formats,
including local hard drive, S3 cloud
URLs or standard HTTP(S) URLs.
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